Tissue preparation for the in situ MALDI MS imaging of proteins, lipids, and small molecules at cellular resolution.
The resolution of MALDI MS imaging is limited by the displacement of analytes during matrix deposition or by laser focal diameter. Here we present three methods that minimize the displacement of analytes during matrix deposition, including a method where image resolution is not limited by the laser focal diameter. The first method, matrix solution fixation, simultaneously fixes tissue while depositing matrix and is optimal for analyzing proteins and for applications requiring a fast preparation time. This method is characterized by compatibility with histology methods and laser focal diameter-limited resolution. The second method, a sensor controlled aerosol, is characterized by aerosol droplet size-limited resolution and is optimal for small molecules, including lipids, peptides, and drug-like molecules. The third method, microinjection with matrix, selectively deposits matrix upon cells of interest, offers cellular resolution and is compatible with most analytes. A flow chart summarizing methods is provided so that users may design a tissue preparation strategy based upon their resources and experimental goals.